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NOTATION

true flow velocity

true flight velocity

pressure

dyn::.micp~essure

density

density at ground in standard atmosphere

specific heat at constailt pressure

specific heat at constant volume

+v.

acceleration of qravity

gas constant

absolute ten.pera.’ture

mecha.nival equivalent of heat

viscosity

heat transfer coefficient

temperature

thermometer

altitude

mass

reading
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I. I]TTRODUCTION

To obtain relia%le results fron observations during
fli~ht tests, the external air temperatures nust usually
be known - often to an accuracy of a tenth of a degree
Centigrade. For this purpose, the N.L.L. (Nationaal Lucht-
vn<artla-ooratoriun) employs a special t~rpe of thernocleter,
ncanely, the so-called lfdistance thernoneter.” The latter
generally consists of a nercury bulb which, by a I.ong,
flexillo capillary, is connected to the dial located in
the pilotls cockpit, while the measuring %ody is located
in the air stream outside the airplane. A sun shield
serves to screen the instrument from the direct rays of
the sun. Figure 1 shows two thermometers constructed iil
accordance with this principle. The ODIY difference is
in the sh,ape of the sun shield.

Instead of mercury thermometers it is, naturally, ~.lso
possible to use, for exwnple , electric,,al-resistance ther-
mometers for the neasurenent of the temperature. Both
systems possess typic<al advanttses a:nd disadvantages. The
most inportant .advo,nta;;eof electrical therr.oneters, as
compared with nercury thermometers, is their considerably
sn.aller tine lag. Their d.isadvantaqes are mainly associ-
ated *,viththe sensitive g,nlvanometer required for accu-
rate measurements and which must be suits’ble for use on m
(airplane. It is not our intention in this article to go
further into this matter. At tbe presect time, the N.L.L.
is giving consideration to a partial replacement of mer-
cury by electrical thermometers for ter.perature measurem-
ents in flight tests. In this report the discussion will
be restricted to the distnnce thermometers mentioned above,
which have %een found very useful.

The difficulty is that the reading of such thermome-
ters may for various reasons differ - in some cases con-
siderably - from the true outside air temperature. In the
first place, there naturally occur instrumental errors,
which can be found by calibration. We wish to point out
here that this correction, which offers no difficulty, wili
%e entirely left out of consideration, so that in the fol-
lowing, wherever we speak of thermometer reading, it is
assumed that the instrumental correction h5tS %Ccn made.

A second error is ca’ased by the changed flow velocity
in the neighborhood of the measuring body. Even without the
use of a sun shield (,,?hichstrongly affects the flow pat-
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tern ar@ flow velocity, there exists in every case on the
surface of -the fiody;---atleast one stagnation point. Since ,
wherever (strictly speaking, in a potential flow) there is
a decrea~o in the flow velocity there is, according to
Bernoullils law, an increase in the pressure : every de-
crease in velocity is as~ociated with an approximately adi-
abatic compression and, hence, e, temperature rise. The
latter may amount to several degrees Centigrade for larqe
changes in velocity.

I’urthcrmore, there is formed on the surface of the
measuring body, a boundary layer ,within which the inter-
nal friction (viscosj,ty) of the nir plays an important
part . Since the energy of the friction is converted into
heat , the temperature in the boundary layer of the measur-
ing body rises, especially at the points where the flow
vt?locity outside the boundary layer is Iar%e. The correc-
tions to he made for the two last-named effects of adia-
batic compression and friction, and which have variously
been invcstiga,ted - :~.lso‘Dy tho IT.L.1,,(Report A, refer-
ence 1) - will , in tb,e present paper, be d.ctermined by a
new method..

In addition to tho abov,?-melltioneti errors, one more
important source of error may bo ?nc?ntionGd$ nnmely, that
duo to tine lag. The mercury thermometers of the type de-
scriled hn,ve :1Iar::e he:~t ~,nl~~city; or. ~,ccount of this
fact , to~:ethe~-with the lir.i~cd heat transf~r, the ther-
r.omctor reading I.nqs behind the change in temperature of
the surroundings. Some observations in reqard to this la<
error will ho r.ade in the apper.dix,

Surlnarizin~ , it is necessary to apply a threefold
correction (in addition to the already appli(?d instrumen-
tal correction) to each thermometer reading:

1. A correc-tion for adialatic compression.

9G. A correction for friction. :

?). A correction for time la~:

Finally, it is to %e o’bseived that all the measurements
considered in this repol~t ~~ere made with one of the ttvo
distance thermometers shown in figure 1. They are me,nufac-
tured by Ne%retti and Zam3ra, and are disti’nf;uished by the
notation NZI, with the ‘told!!ijyp~ of sun shj,~ld (fj..go. lJL),

and NZII, with the Ilnewiltype of sun shield (fig. lB).
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II. GORR2CTIONS FOR ADIABATIC COMI?RESS1ON AND FPICTION

1. General

The temperature effect associated with the retardinq
of an air stream has lonq been known, The first investi-
gations in this field, were carried out by Kelvin and Joule,
who were able to show ~ood aqreement between theory and
experiment . Since then, vari”ous investigators ha~e. con-
cerned themselves with problems of a r,ore or less similar
nature . We may mention here the work of Pohlhausen (ref-
erence 2), IlldmondBrun (reference 3), and. other ii~vesti-
gations %y the N.L,L. (reference 1), limitiilg ourselves to
those publications of which use was made in the present
report .

For a detailed historical review, we may point to the
~.vorkof Ednond Brun..(refcrene.e 3)0 All experiments with
which !7:Gare far.iliar, however, are incon.plete in one re-
s~ect , nanely , that the air density, on which. in +gener-
al , thi> temperature may also depend, was not considered.
In laboratory and wind-tunnel neasu.renents, the investiga-
tion of the part played by the air density meets with dif-
ficulties \Vhich may be avoided if a method is found that
makes. use of flight tests. Such a method has been devel-
oped by the iV.L.L., and an additional means was thus pro-
vided for investigations in this field. Before going into
a description of the method, hotvever, it is desirable to
consider the effects to be expectied from the theoretical
viewpoint - havin$ regard particularly to the finding of
practically suitable correction formqaltls for thermometer
readings,

2.. Temperature Change Associated with
Ad.ia%atic Compression

Part of the simple treatment ~i.v~il below h,as already
appeared in older re”ports (reference 1). Since no account
was taken of the effect of air density, we repeat the the-
ory in more complete form.

Under the assumptions that:

a) the flow is steady and free from rotation,

b) tho internal friction nay be neglected,



c) no external forces are .a’cting,
. .— ,., . .,—..,.,..

d) compression’ takes place adiabatically, the p-r~s-
sure and density being cGnnected b~~ the known
formulator ideal gases, p/PK = const.

,,.

the equation of Bernoulli with compressibility taken into
account, is:

VI2 K——- _____ ~=yz:+’” ~ Pz—— .-
2 + K- 1 pl 2 K- 1 p2

(1)

where the, subscripts 1 and s denote two ariitrary points
in the field of flow. I!’ori6eal ~ases, we have, in addi-
tion

2= gRf2 R==
P cp - CP A

From equations (1) and (2), there is obtain:?d:

(2)

(3)

This expressj.on ma,y also ~.irectly be found from the
enerqy equation:

‘m (T12 - V22) =Amg Cp (!!!2- Tl)2

whit’h states that the ‘kir.etic energy is completely con-
verted into hqat.,...

Thus it is found that the ter.perature rise through
the adiabatic compression depends entirely on the velocity
change and not on the density. It is possible to construct
a thermometer so that Its mercury 3u1% is p’ra”ctically all
located at a stagnation ~oi~~t; for example, by making the
dimensions of “the bulb as small as ~ossible and mounting it
at the center of a circular ?.isk which is set up at right

ffsta~nation Pointangles, ,to,the flow. direction. F,or,such a
thermometerll the correction fiould.he >;iven by (3) with Va

0.
—

= Moreover, practically no from occurs in .th~ direct
neighborhood of the mercury bull, so that the effect ‘of the
friction is inappreciable and no correction need be made
for it. (See reports A.fi22, A-342, ~n& A.4.79.

With the thermometer types employed on airplanes, how-
ever, corrections must le made ‘ooth for adiabatic compres-
sion znd ~frictiona
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3. Temperature Change Associated with Friction

The correction which nust be applied on account of
the frictional heat developed in the boundary layer of the
thermometer %ody, can be approximately computed in only a
single simplified case. In general, this boundary layer
is partly lamin.ar and partly turbulent. In a turbulent
boundary layer, the velocity distribution is nonuniform;
as a ,result of this fact, the temperature distribution
due to the liberated frictional heat is not capable Of
simple ccnputation.

For the case of a steady potentiai flow along a flat
wall with I.aminar %ouadary layer, Pohlhausen (reference
2) has computed at %h.at tem~perature difference between the
wall and the qas (or fluid) the heat exchanqe between
boundary layer and wall. is zerc. It is found that this
temperature difference m?.y ye written in the form:

where B is a constant that may be considered as depend-
ent only on the kind of gas. For air, P approximately
equals 3.6.

The formula thus obtained:

AT = 0.45
~2————.

gAcp
(5)

can be applied to a ‘tplate thermometerlT - that is, a ther-
mometer whose mercury “oulb is in the form. of a thin, flat
plate, for which the ‘ooundary la;?er is assumed to be lam-
inar.

From formula (5) it follows that the temperature
change due to friction likewise does net de~~end on the den-
sity, but only on the square of the velocity.

4.
kgn

With g = 9.81 ‘- A
Cal

~a . 427 —= c . ~*~41 –—-
cal ‘ p kg ~c

the theoretically derived correction fornulas for the two
extreme cases ‘oecon.e:
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1) for the stagnation-point thermometer (case where
. friction is neglected) from (3)

Ale= - 0.5 x 10-3 V2 (AQ in ‘C, v in in/s) .(6)

2) for the plate thermometer (only friction
without adiabatic compression)

A26 = - 0.45 x 10-3 V2 (A6 in ‘C, v in m/s)” (’7)

where v is the ur.disturbed flow velocity.

To the above may he added:

A36 = unknown

A16 and A,s6 are approximately of t’ae s.,amemagnitude.
On the basis of laboratory measurements (E. irun, refer-
ence 3), it may le expected that 63 e is also of the same
order of magnitude.

In the case of a thermometer cf artiitrary construction,
the a30ve three separately considered effects, in general,
occur together. On the basis of’ the fcrmulas found for
A16 and A26, it is ceces,se,ry, with the aid of experiment,
to investi~ate as to :~hether the total correction is also
with sufficient accuracy proport~onal tc the square of the
velocity - for which must YO taken the true flight velocity
Vw . There remains, however, the question whether the cor-

rection fo~miula, ?vhic-kin this case may be written

(8)

may be extrapolate~- beyond the regioil for which it was ex-
perimentally established.

For a thermometer of the type NZ1, the investigation
was completely c~.rried out (see section IV), and it appears
that up to dynamic pressures of 600 kg/ma the error m~.y,
in fact, with good .ap-proximation, be computed by a fornula
of type (8).

5. It is of interest tO add to the above consid~ration
the fcllowinq renarks which concern the practical applica-
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tion of the correction fcrrnula.

In the formula there occurs the undisturbed flow ve-
locity VJV, namely, the velocity at a point where it is

not distur3ed by the thermometer. When a thermometer is
mounted at a certain place on. an airp~arle , however, there
are ti~o causes of disturbance - i.e., the airplane and the
thermometer. The question now is: Which velocity is to
be su.”~stitut,edfor Vlv in the formula?

The above di~ficulty may, to a large extent, be re-
moved by mounting the thernorieter at a point where the
flow velocity as far as possi%le is equal icj the flight
velocity, and then also su-ostitute the actual velocity for

‘w “ If this is not done, an error will be ~ade in the cor-
rection formula.

m~~ewish to determine the order of magnitude of this
error, assuming that the correction formula is of fern.
(8). Let

v he the true flight velocity
w

the flow velocity in the neiqbborhood Of the ther-
‘t ~.oneter be at a point where the disturbance

‘Qy the thern.oneter itself’ n.acybe neglected

0 be the true temperature of the air

(3* the true temperature at the point where
taken

6= the re~.ding of the thermOr.eter

According to (8), we r,ay now write :

P.

‘t - ~a = - c –p– :t

Furthermore , ‘t deviates from ~, ‘oecause

change in velocity there corres~onds an adiabatic

‘t ‘s

(9)

to each

compres-
sion. That this velocity chan~e is largely caused by the
airplane , is of no concern k.ere. There is then also ob-
tained from (3)

,.

—- ---,,,— ,,..,,,,- ,- , , . ,. , ,,,. ,., ,1,
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*,. (v 2 2) :e - 6* ‘=...-?.~-:-,;., ,.zw - .:+...... ...... -.=.

=- ~1 +Q(q - q~”)

and the required total correction from (>) and (10) is

(10)

(11) “

Direct , but actuaily erroneons application of (8) would
.g~ve :

Now c practically never differs from C! (because
the correction constants for friction alone and compres-
sion alone ,are approximately equal (see (6) and (7) ), so
it may %e expected. that the correction constants for a com-
bination of both effects is p.ISO approxir,ately of the same
magnitude, as appears to be the case. An oxtrene assumpt-
ion, for cx~,nple, is: ~

5
O=CIO Equation (11) then be-

Cocc?s:

The error n,ade in the direct, application of (8) is
thus - if it is assumed that q+ lies betveen the limits.,
f)and 2q - at nest, 20 percent. ” It is naturally desirable,
especi$.lly’ for accurate measurements, to choose carefully
a suitable mounting for the thermometer.

III. EXPZRINENTAL IITWSTIGATION

1. The tests to ‘oe.c~,rried Out must not ,only give the
value of the constant occurring in the formula, but must
also,.give the form of the latter, and it is particularly
necessary to check the dependence on the air density.

Before ~oin~ into the experimental method of the N.L.L..
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which ‘atilizes fright tests, -we”wish to recapitulate the
results already o%tained from wind-tuanel tests, referring
to a previous report (referer.ce 2.) for more details. In
these tests the reading of the thermometer 5s compared
with the reading of’ a stagnation-poi nt thermorleter, to
wb.ich the theoretical correction (6) was applied. Tor the
NZI thermometer, the following result WS,S obtaiiled:

Ae=- O.O1O q (A6 in ‘C, q in kg/m2)

so that from formula (8)

2. In seeking to o%ta~n the desired result through
flight-test measurements a serious difficulty is encoun-
tered, namely , the consider~.ble inertia Of the usual t,her-

nometer , which causes an error in the reading that is not
knomn with sufficient acCUracy. This error might be elim-
inated bj~ using steady thermometer readings over a long
period - such readinqs being obtained during fliqht through
an isothermal l,ayor of the ~.tr.osphere. This has the dis-
advantage th>.t un~forr,ity of atmospheric conditions, over
which there is no control, must be assumed. F,~rthermore ,
even in the most favorable cases, the structure of the at-
mosphere is never entirely uniform.

Two methods ray be considered that night lead to use-
ful results:

1. A direct method, in which as favorable atmos-
pheric conditions as possible are awaited, during
which as accurate n,e.asurenents .as possi%le are n.ade
with apparatus especially developed for this purpose
(for example, stagnation-point thernor,eter as %asic
instrument ).

2. A method ly which it is sought to obtain reliable
results exclusively through the corresponding readings
Of the therfioneter to be investigated, the speedometer,
and the altimeter. For this purpose no special appa-
ratus is required but as will appear, good. results
are possihie only if sufficiently comprehensive data
are available. The latter cam. be qathered in the
course of a large nun.ber of flights.
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The N.L.L.. chose the la,ttor method, which has the ad-
‘%antage--that it can be convenien.tlv carried out while the
reliability of the results can alti”~js be”’’ifipr-o””+$ed-throuqh
systematic extension of the data., In thj.s manner, diffi-
culties vhich are bound up with the construction of spe-
cially suitable apparatus, are also avoided.

The required measurements were made by the I?,L.L. dur-
ing performance tests on various aircraft. In these tests
the temperature is always determined with a distanco ther-
mometer of the I?ZI type or NZII type (usually the former),
so that sufficient data pan be gathered.

3. The method employed by the N.L.L. will be further
explained in what follows. During performance measurements
horizontal flights are carrie~. OUt at various constant
speeds; for example, to determine the relation betw~?en the
velocity and the rotational speed. When such a series of
flights is carried out in an isothermal layer of the atmos-
phere, the thermometer rea.dinqs - provided care is taken
durin~ the flights that these readings are recorded after
they have becone steady - c~il be used for the required
purpose. It is then always possible, from the relation
existinq between speed, altitude, and thermometer reading,
to esta%lish the applicability of the assumed correction
formula (8) and also the v:tlue Of the constant.

Since it is not possible durinq the test to check
whether or not the ,aircraft remains in an isot’nermal l(ayer -
this will be the case only under very favorable atmospheric
conditions - all measurements must subsequently be sorted
according to the following criterion:

The readings obtained during fli~hts at equal altitude
with different constant dynamic speeds, show a. regular in-
crease at larqe dynamic pressures. When a series of at
least three observ~.tions satisfy this criterion, it may be
assumed that the flight under consideration is, at least
apFroxim<2tely , carried out under the desired conditions.

In this connection, it
that ,

is of interest to point out
since the fliqllts l~ere conducted on various aircraft,

sm+ll deviations may arise as a result of varying location
of the thermometer on the airpl:me, even though as favor-
~.hle Ioc,ation as possible is always chosen. (See also
I, 5..)
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‘IV. ANALYSIS 03’ THE RE.SULTS

The data contained in the unpublished reports (V.660,
V.718 V.771, and V.1051) includ~ a series of observations
which’satisfy the above criterion (“111,3). These data are
taken over and worked u-p in the table at the end of this
report . Figure 2 qive~ the corresponding curves. All Obs-
ervations are carried out with the thermometer type NZ1
except the last two series taken from report V.1051, which
\vere o%tained with a thermometer type NZI1.

From the above-mentioned curves, which give the ther-
mometer readings as a function of the dynamic pressure,
(dea/dq)H is obtained. From (8),

The table below %ives the results:

..————_____ __ ,----r Dynami c

Report
I

pressure
in mm

4 of mater———— --.————.-——____________
V,669 295-595
V.718 130-325
V.7’71-I 150-260
V.7’71-11 9~-32~
V.771-IV 95-25Q
v.771-v 95-30,5
V.771-VI 95-315
—--—_-—_____ ____

V.1051 150-600
V.1051 250-600

---——- ———— ———A __________

-.-———.———————————-----

Altitude
in SA*—————— ——. ———— ~—-

pressure denslt~
-————..—--———-——.———.-.

380 375
15’70 1690
5070 5040
3590 3550
50!70 l=Jo~o

3620 3570
2590 2430

.—————————— —-—..———-

3200
1000

.———————————— .-—-..———

——..-——————————

Values of

————————-..————

0.0083’
.0095

1

Ther-
.0135 mom-
.0145 eter
.0143 I!TZI
.0123
.0105 )

-———..-—-_——_--——

1
Ther-

0.00965 mom-
,90675 eter

NZII
-————_— _______

*SA = sta,adal-datmosphere.

The curves on figure 23 give the values of (d6a/dq)H

as a function of the altitude. There is also shotvn the
curve which is o%tainea hy “suhstj.tu.tingin (8) for c the
value 0.008 ‘C m2/kg or Cl = 0.5 10’-30C s2/ma.

The seven points experimentally found for the NZI ther-
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noneter, with the exception of one, appear to fit the>.
~ur~e-”””-~~i”thsna~l -scatter.< The .ValU9 .,-c,= 9.010 ‘C #/kq
(111 ,1) obtained fron the tunnel tests; is “soi!6wIih’tlarger.
These neasurenents, however, mere all made at smaller
speeds (up to 30 m/s).

Although it is still very desirable to extend the
available experimental data: the conclusion may be drawn
from the shove res~llts that “the correction formula to be
,applied to the thermometer reCadings - at least , for a ther-
mometer of t’his type - IUa.y,in fact, with good approxima-
tion %e of the form (8). For this thermometer (type NZI),
c= 0.008 ‘C m2/kg, or c1 -3 O(j s2/m2,= 0.5 10 The cor-
rection agrees approximately l~ith that theoretically deter-
mined for the stagnation-point thermometer.

ThG two points found for the thermometer NZII are nat-
urally not sufficient for 13,asin% any conclusions. It ap-
pears ;oro’bable, ho~~ever, that the value of tile correction
const.silt of this thermometer pUSt le chosen ~m.a.11.or;for
exo,mpse , c = 0.0065° C m2/kq.

The accur~.cy ~f th~? ~es~~lts ~.s ,already observed, on
,account of the m,an:”~oossible dist,urb.znc~?s ,n”ni!.sources of
e~ror, is closely connected with the number of suitabl~
measurement results. With the ncthod descriled, however,
%ood accuracY is attainable aS ~,-ppearsfrom th,? cases con-
~fdercd above.

‘V. SUMUARY

A method is described for checking a correction for-
mula, based partly on theoretical considerations, for
adiabatic compression ~end friction in flight tests and
determining the value of the constant. The formula is:

Aaa=. c:Qq

where, for a thermometer of the type NZ1

C = 9.008 ‘c r22——..—-
kq

~Or practical applic~.tion, the formula Cp.n ~lSO be written:

A9a=-
-~ P.

3.86 X 10 ~– v 2
q

where
‘Q

is the dynamic velocity in km/h.
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Sone values obtained. are given in the table below.
....—-— —..-——_— —_-._— ___..—-.——— —~–––;-.:__..———— —.—..————-———— ———___—_— —

_-_________-_.______.____i_____..__T22x22G?;22_i:?2G –-–--–-

Dynanic velocity, kn/h ~ 100

I

1[[

200 300 400
,.

t

——————. .-——— —.-——.-———— —— .-———..-——— ——--—--—-- ———.-—,——— ———— ...——

Altitude: on , “-’0.39 -1.54 -3.48 -6.17
11 3000” ~ -.52 -2,08 -4.68 -’8,32
II 6000 m -.72 -2.87 -6.45 -11*S
II $joo~ ~ -1.01 -4.06 -9.12 _16.~

——.———.....——— —-- —--——--—__—_——___.-_—_— ——_————— ,———————- ———.——.-—

For good accuracy, comprehensive observation, dat,a are
necessary. The results oltained appear reliable.

VI.APPENDIX

Time Lag of a Thermometer

The thermometer readir.g e <ives t~he ave~a<ed m~r -a
cury ieuiperature . If the temperature of the surroundings
(0) differs I“rom the above, the reading chanqes. To a
first approxim~, tion it rlay “0.2~O~su~,edthat th~e change in
the reading per unit time is proportional to the instanta-
neous ter.p:?rature difference:

ae3
d% =k(e-ea)

or

The value of k must also depe~.d on the speed of the
~ir flo\Y ?L]~ VT;li C’h the the I?EIOEI et&r iS pla(>ed, especially at
small flow velocities. The correction constant k! = I/k
can al-so be 03tained fron observations durinq flight tests.
For this purp Ose, tht?re is first determined 3Y level fliqhts
the temperature distribution in the a.tr:osphere.. Again, the
requirement of e.xtrencly uniforrl temperature distribution
nUst be net-, SC that the level fli~hts take place in an
isothermal l~,y~ri and. t~le iine-la.g error can thus be elimi-
nated. ‘1%-cseLevel fltcqhts arc thea followed by diving or

~’rom the relations between time, alti-elimbinq flights, .
tude , a.n’dtherm.ometel” reading, the value of the correction
constant can he found since “the change of temperature tvith
altitude is known.
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It is desirable to carry out all the flights with the
same velocity, so as to exclude the corrections for adia-
batic compression. and friction from the compu~~%ion. Only
if this correction is accurately known, may this rule he
considered superfluous.

The investigation” on this subject has not been com-
pleted and. will be continued with the object of pu%lishinq
more de+ailed data. The not accurately known dependence
Of k!’ on the speed, and hence also on the location at
which the thermometer is mounted, are disturbing factors
for this investigation.
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Data and Analmis of Results of Lei’elFlights for the Determination of—..

Dymmi c
velocity
Vq
.

l~h

300
298
321
350
321
320
280
258
244

207
293

———_.———

25$?
23’7
21? b
1883
167b

————..-. —

231
205
178

———————

140
142 }

174

234

the”Temperature Correction on the Thermometer Reading
—.

DynaniC
~yessure

q iillill?

H@

433
428
49,7
l=@l

497
493
3’78
321
287
208
414

.———————

324
2?1
228
1’72
Is~

.-.-———.——

258
2C3
153

__________

94.5’)
9’7.5J

146,

264

x::}i R:}
t

——..——————______
140 94.5
160 124
1’78

},
I -L?53

17’9 155}
219 , 231

——- —---
Star&rd
altitude

in

n

370
400
350
A~5
350
410
375
390
385
350
380

-——__—-

16’70
1670
1675
1670
1670

——-_—----

5075
5070
5080

-——————-

3595

3590

3595

3585

.—————-
5080
5075

5075

5070
.—

Tewper-
ature
~a in

Oa
c

5.8
5.3
5.9
6.2
6.0
5.8
5.1
5.0
4.0
3.8
5.2

---——L—----

i-8.2
+7.7
+7.3
-1-6.8
-1-6.3

---——— —--

-15.8
-16.5
-17.3
———— .——.

-8.5

-8.1>’
-7.8)

-6.0

-5.0

--——— —--
-17.8’
-17.3

-16.9

-15.8

Temper-
ature
for

H = 38C

El%

5.7
5.4
5.6
6.5
5.8
6.0
5.1
5.0
4.0
3.6
5.2

.———--. ——

-

.——————

d6a\

()~H

tal-en
from fig-
ure 2

0.0083

,-——— ——— ---

0.0096

0.0135
Flight I
.————— ———

0.0145

l’li~htII
-——-——

0,0143

Flight IV

Remarks

Airplane 1

11-24-33

Thermometer
NZ1

———————.-—

Airplane 2

1o-1-34
Thermometer

XZI
————————— -—

Air#ane 3

4-26-35

rhermometer
NZI

— —.

Airplane 3

For a and ‘o, see footnoteq ,..p. 17.

f
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Data and Analysis of Results of Level Flights for the Determination of
the Temperature Correction on the Thermometer Reading (Continued)

. . .

Dynamic

velocit~
Vq
.

dh

140
164?
195%
250

—..—-------

142
179
217k
2?)93
2541

———.-—__ .

353
320
3ol~
264b
246.
221b
178b

——______

356
336b

30’7~
260%
228

——

Dyzxmic
prossum
qinmm

ho

94tl

131
184
304

.—_______
g73

155
229
27’8
313

-———____
600
492b
438
337
291b
236b
153

.—______
610
545
455
327
250h

Standard
altitude

in

m.

3605
3625
3605
3635

_________

2590
2590
~~ 60

2590
2540

.—_____ .
3210
3210
3200
3185
3215
3215
3205

.——___ ___
1005
1000
2000

995
970

—.— .

Tertger-
aturo
fja in

‘Ca

Tomper-
a.ture
for

H= 380

-8.9 -
-8.0 -
-7.8 -
-6.8 -

1-
_______—————
-4.8 -
-4.3
-3.3 -
-3.1-
-2 .7-

-———.-——
-7.6
-9.0
+ ● o
-2.9

-10.9
-11.5
-12.2

3.5 1-
3.0 1-

.9 I

taken
from figu-
re 2

.—

0,0125

Wlight V
.——.-—_-——-

0.0105

Flight VI
-——————-

0.00965

-———_—_

0.00675

Remarks

5-=2-35
Thermometer

NZI

-.._—-.--.—____
Airplane 4

1-19-38
Thermometer

NZII

a
Corrected for instrumental error.
%nly measurements of 11-24-33 were corrected to the same altitude.

For the other measurements this was not necessary, since they were
carried out at approximately equal altitude. In this correction

it is assumed ~=
dH

- 0.0065.
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